Playing With a Purpose
Episode 1: You are Every Good Thing
Script Outline

Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yQCtJnzeZ9Y

0:00  Introduction

1:15  Materials needed: Grab a pen or pencil and paper

1:45  Writer’s Warm-Up: Stream of Conscious Writing
     Word: FLY

4:30  Dance Party

5:30  Writer’s Warm-Up: Stream of Conscious Writing
     Word: LAKE

7:21  STORYTIME: I Am Every Good Thing
     Written by Derrick Barnes and Illustrated by Gordan C. James

12:55  Reading of the Inside Cover

13:25  Writer’s Tool Kit: Brainstorming Lists
     Topics: Things I Am, Things I’m Good At, Favorite Things

18:30  Activity: Create your own page similar to I Am Every Good Thing based on your lists

21:05  Final Thought: Book’s Dedication